The present paper concern with minimax shrinkage estimator technique in order to estimate Burr X distribution shape parameter, when prior information about the real shape obtainable as original estimate while known scale parameter. Derivation for Bias Ratio, Mean squared error and the Relative Efficiency equations. Numerical results and conclusions for the expressions mentioned above were displayed. Comparisons for proposed estimator with most recent works were made.
Introduction
Burr X distribution would be able to use effectively in modeling data and also modeling lifetime data. [2] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [10] and [11] .
Let X be a R.V. follows Burr X distribution with two parameters  and  . The (C.D.F.) and (P.D.F) of X are represented respectively as below;
; , 1 0, 0 , 0 … (1)
; , 2 1 0, 0, 0 0 .
… . 2
Wherever,  &  refer respectively to shape and scale parameters.
Pretest shrunken estimator of  determination as below:
Anywhere , i î(
),0 ( ) 1       , i = 1, 2 refer to weightiness shrunken identifying acceptance of  while (1 -i ()) agreeing confidence of 0, and well-known that i( )   may be constant or function depend on  (ad hoc basis), and R refer to pretest region for testing Ho:  = 0 opposite H1:   0 via statistics test T ( /0). [1] and [12] . Minimax procedure of estimation is a non-classical approach for estimation presented by Abraham Wald (1945) from the model of game theory. The most significant basics in the minimax approach are the description of the prior distribution and the loss function used. Quadratic loss functions will be considered to find the Minimax estimators of Burr X distribution in present research; [3] , [5] , [6] and [7] .
The goal of this paper, toward suggested shrunken estimator technique α defined by (3) through employment the Minimax estimator (α =α ) instead of the classical estimator (MLE)  to estimate  Burr X distribution with known .
Expressions for main statistical indicators of the proposed estimator α were derived and obtained. Discussions and numerical results were achieved and presented in appropriated table.
Comparisons were done between the suggested estimators with standard minimax estimator α as well as with some of the last studies.
Minimax Estimator of 
In this section, we obtain the minimax estimators of the parameter α for the Burr X distribution depends on Lehmann s theorem in (1950).
Agreeing with this theorem, consequently obtain the minimax estimator of the parameter as α α n 2 / ∑ ln 1 e of the Burr X distribution in case of quadratic loss function.
It is known, the MLE of in Burr X distribution when  equal to one has the following form ; [8] and [9] Ibn Al-Haitham Journal for Pure and Applied science https://doi.org/ 10.30526/2017.IHSCICONF.1820
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Reminder, when xi ~ Burr X (,1), then ∑ ln 1 follow Gamma population including n shape and 1 scale; G(n,1). [4] , [8] and [9] .
i.e.;
. By using (4) We conclude, 
Discussion and Numerical Results
The calculations of the equations (10), (11) and (12) vii.The suggested estimator α dominate the estimators presented by [5] , [7] in the sense of minimum mean squared error. 
